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A b s h c t  ~- W e  propose a spatio-temporal array-receiver f o r  
asynchronous C D M A  using a new space/time structural ap- 
proach. First, S T A R  performs blind identification and equal- 
ization of the propagation channel f r o m  each mobile transmit- 
ter. Second, it provides fa s t  and accurate estimates of the num- 
ber, relative magnitude and delay of the multipath components. 
From this space/time separation, we reconstruct the identified 
channel wi th  respect to  a partially revealed space/time structure 
and reduce identification errors b y  a n  order of the processing 
gain over the number of paths. Simulations confirm good mul- 
tipath acquisition properties of S T A R  in the presence of strong 
interference and fast Doppler. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

-4rray processing was recently applied to  synchronous 
CDMA [l] to improve the capacity of personal communi- 
cation systems. Its exploitation motivates the development 
of new multi-user access methods for asynchronous CDMA 
[2]-[4]. Most of these techniques (e.g., [2],[3]) efficiently ad- 
dress processing in space for combining multipath and an- 
tenna diversity branches. They involve however separate 
processing in time for synchronization and sampling fol- 
lowing the classical RAKE structure [l]. Therefore, time- 
acquisition is still subject to  potential improvements. 

Blind multi-channel identification or equalization meth- 
ods which propose joint space-time processing offer a good 
alternative to the RAKE, but they have been usually ap- 
plied in TDMA (see the survey and references in [5]). Re- 
cently, some blind multi-channel equalization schemes were 
proposed in CDMA (e.g., [4]). These techniques implicitly 
perform synchronization and array combining by channel 
equalization in space and time. However, they process the 
received signals before correlation and do not exploit the 
particular structure of the despread data in CDMA. 

Unlike [4], we consider a blind multi-channel approach 
over the despread data and develop a novel block-data for- 
mulation denoted as the post-correlation model (PCM). 
This new PCM rnodcl characterizes the  structure of the  
channel in space and time and can be interpreted as an in- 
stantaneous mixture in a one-dimensional spatio-temporal 
signal subspace. It allows for use of low complexit>y nar- 
rowband processors. 

We propose here the spatio-temporal array-receiver 
(STAR.). By an adaptive subspace-tracking procedure, 
STAR first, achieves blind identification and equalization of 
the channel and implicitly performs integrated and efficient 
multipath capture and combining in one step. Second, con- 
trary to  [4], it exploits the known structure of the identified 

channel in t8ime and proposes a new localization procedure 
for estimating the number of paths and their time-delays. 
Such time characterization was recently considered in [6]- 
[9] for other applications than CDMA following different 
approaches. Here it achieves a spaceltime separation of 
t,he identified channel. Channel reconstruction from t,his 
space/tirne decomposition reduces identification errors by 
an order of the processing gain over the number of mul- 
tipaths, and significantly improves the performance of the 
algorithm. 

Two localization options for STAR are considered. The 
first, STAR-SS, performs localization by “source”-structure 
analysis. It is very fast and more efficient for slow Doppler. 
The second, STAR-ES, performs localization by eigen- 
structure analysis. It is slower and more complex, but, more 
accurate and efficient for fast, Doppler. 

STAR finally offers an attractive and simple structure 
with a very low complexity. Simulations confirm it,s cffcc- 
tiveness and its multipath acquisition capabi1it)y at, high 
interference levels and over a wide range of Doppler. 

11. YEW BLOCK FORMULATIOK 
A N D  S PATIO- T EM P 0 RA L hl0 DEI, I N  G 

We consider a cellular CDMA system where each base- 
station is equipped with a receiving antenna of M sensors. 
The BPSK bit sequence of the desired user is first differen- 
tially encoded at the rate 1/T, where T is the bit duration. 
The resulting DBPSK sequence b ( t )  is then spread by a 
periodic personal code c ( t )  at the rate l/T,, where T, is 
the chip pulse duration. The period of c( t )  is assumcd to 
be equal to the bit duration T, although the results can 
be adequately extended to code periods that are rriultiples 
of T .  The processing gain is given by L = T/T,. We also 
assume a multipath fading environment, where the number 
of paths P is unknown and where the time-delay spread is 
small compared to T. 

At tirne t ,  the observation vector received by the antenna 
array can be written as follows: 

P 

X ( t )  = 4(t)  G p ( t ) ~ p ( t ) b ( t  - ~ p ) ~ ( t  - ~ p )  + z(t) , (1) 
p =  I 

where 7p E [O,T[ are t,he propagation tirne-delays along 
the P paths, p = 1> ,P, and G p ( t )  are the propaga- 
tion vectors with an equal norm to be fixed later. &;(t)  
are the fractions (i.e.. E,‘=, ~ ; ( t )  = 1) of the total powcr 
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d ( t )  received from the desired user along each path. The 
received power estimation includes the efkct, of pa.th loss 
arid shadowing. We assume very slow and locally constant 
time-variations of Gp(t),  ~ ; ( t )  and ‘Jl’(t), as comparcd to 
thc bit duration T .  The noise term Z ( t )  includes the ther- 
mal noise received at the antenna elements and the dotal 
received interference. For the sake of simplicity, thc timc- 
delays are assumed constant in this pa,per. The t,racking of 
time-varying rnultipath delays is addressed in [I I)]. 

At successive frsmcs of period T ,  w~ now define ovcr the 
tirne-interval [O: T [  the post-correlated obscrvation vector 
of the frame number n by: 

Z,,(t’) = - X ( t  + t’ -t ,rLT)c(t)dt (2, 

P 

:i’ 
c b( nT)i /~(  nT)  x G r l  ( ~ , T ) E ~ ,  (nT) p, ( t’ - T,]) +Arn (C’) , 

where p,(t ’)  is the correlation function of the chip pulsc and 
N7,(t’) is the post-correlation noise of the frame’ nuniber 
‘ri. Since the chip pulse is time-limit,ed to [0, T,]: it,s anto- 
correlation function pc( t ’ )  is null for It’I 2 T, and time- 
limited to  t’ E [-T,, T,]. Over the pt” path, pc(t ’  - T ~ )  can 
be seen for t‘ E [o, T [  as a time-delayed impulse response2 
observed at the frequency resolution l /Tc .  

For each frame, we sample Z,,(t‘) fcir t‘ E [Ol,T[ at, the 
chip rate 1/T, and form the M x L block data matrix de- 
noted by Z,, = [Z,(O), Z,(T,), ( ( L  - l )Tc)]  and re- 
ferred to  as the post-correlated ition matrix. Using 
Eq. ( 2 ) ,  Z, can be explicitly w 

p=l  

P 

z, = h,$* 1 Gp,nJp,nLlpT + N , n  ( 3 )  
p = l  

= b,$,,G,T,D‘ + Pi,, , 
where b,,, $,, Gp,, and are rcspectively equal to h(nT), 
!$(nT), G,(nT) and E ~ ( ~ T ) ;  G, = [G: I , ,~ ,  . . , GP,~,] is the 
propagation matrix, ‘T, = diag {[&I,,, . . . , ~p,,,].) is the di- 
agonal matrix of power partlition over multipaths. Finally, 
N, = [N,,(O),N,(T,), , N,  ( ( L  - l)T,)] is the noise ma- 
trix, and D = IDl, . . .  , D p ]  is the time response matrix 
where ~ , = [ p , ( - T ~ ) , p , ( ~ ~ - ~ ~ ) , . . . , p ~  ( ( L  - 1 ) ~ ~ - 7 ~ ) 1 ~  is 
the time-delay impulse response of rp sampled at, l/Tc. 
Its column-by-column FFT is D = [ D I ,  

columns belong to  a time manifold say r3: 
D, = .F(T~) E IT for p =  1, (4) 

= [1, e - - j2nTp+ 

‘In Ey. (2). the frame edges should not lie in the middle of t,he 
delay spread. Such an event could be detected from the localization 
results. 111 this particular case, we either run a parallel version or 
rest,art the algorithm with the da ta  delayed by T/2.  For a large delay 
spread, we should consider multiples of T code periods. This issue Is 
presently uiidcr study. 

21t may be required here to design pulses whose correlation is very 
close to a sinc function, but the approximation holds in  genera.1. 

31n [8],[9], the pulse function modulating symbols is included in the 
time manifold. Similarly, it is the exact correlation function of the 
chip code p c ( t )  that  could br: included here, but the approximation 
made with simple delays is satisfyillg in the CDMA conkxt,. 

For the sake of sirnpiieity, we may equivalently say that, 
or 17 bclongs t,c) the manifold ZT without dist,inctiori. 

Later, me shall use this feature to implementj t,he t,irne- 
delays acquisition citep. 

We now rewrite Eq. (3) in the following compact form: 

(5) 

s the spat,io-t,c?mporal 
propagation mat,ri:c and srL = b,,$,, is the signal coinpo- 
ncrit,. Notice here that while the columns of the tinie re- 
spoiise matrix D are defined in the manifold IT: the spatial 
response matrix J,,, = G,T,, is not modeled4 and defines 
the unknown part of t,he spatio-temporal structure of H,, . 

(5) providm a new inst,antaneous rnixtiirc niodrl 
a , ~ ,  the bit. rate where the signal subspace covers a one- 
tlimcnsional M x 1, matrices space. The matrices Z,, ,H,, 
arid N,,, are transfclrmcd into ( M  x I;)-dimensional vectors 
by arranging their columns as one spat,io-t,emporal colurriri 
vect,or t,o yield: 

Eq. 

21, = HI,??,) + Y, , (6) 

where z,, H,, arid respectively denote the resulting vec- 
tors. To avoid the ambiguity due to  any multiplicat,ive fac- 
tor between H, and s,, we fix the norm of H , ,  to a. As 
mentioned earlier, the norm of propagation v 
implicitly fixed to  the same value say fo 
in such a way that, 11H,11’ = M .  We will explicitly give its 
expression later. 

What, it, is original about the new data block model is 
that the signal component, s ,  is a scalar and that, the spatio- 
t,ernporal signal subspace generated by the the space-time 
propagation vector E, is one-dimensional. It is the cor- 
relation step that almost cancels IS1 and that allows for 
such a model, contrary to recent blind methods in CDMA 
( e . g . ,  [4]) that  process the data before correlation following 
the new blind muki-channel approaches (see t,hc survey in 
[SI). Therefore, thirj original post-correlation model (PCM) 
permits any low complexity narrowband array processing 
txchnique to  be used. In particular, eigen-subspace t,rack- 
ing or principal component analysis methods could be used 
t o  identify H, in a blind approach. From that 
narrowband array beamformers could be used to estimate 
,sh in a blind space-time equalization-like step. 

Using Eq. (6) next, we first propose a spatio-temporal 
ictentification and equalization procedure adapted from [ 111 
for simultaneously estimating Hn and s,. Second, in Eq. 
(5), we achieve a sjpace/time structural separation and re- 
construction of thc identified channel ( i e . ,  H,, = J,DT). 
This step captures multipath delays, reduces identification 
errors by a factor of L I P  and improves the performance 
of STAR as shown later. Finally, both steps can be per- 
manently combined iri one step for multipat,h t,racking as 
explained in [IO] .  

4We Inay characterize G, in a space manifold parameterized by 
angles of arrivals as in  [7]-[9]. However, a space characterization is 
often much more restrictive than a time characterization. Besides. it 
requires perfect, airtenria calibration and adequate sensor positioning. 
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III. m E  PROPOSED STKIJCTURE OF STAR 
A .  Spatio- Temporal Identification and Equdixation 

We first assume that an estimate of H, say H,,, is avail- 
able at ea,ch block iteration 'n [ll]. From this estimate: we 
can extract the signal component s ,  by any distortionless 
beamformer W, ( i e . ,  WL'Hn = I). It is reasonable to as- 
slime t,ha.t, !gTL is an uncorrelated white noise vector so that 
a Delay-§urn (DS) beamformer (ie., WTL = grL/M) is opti- 
mal for source extraction [ll]. This beamformer achieves a 
spatio-temporal blind equalization by matched filtering in 
an M x L dimensional space, arid estimates sn by: 

2, = Real { W," Z,} = Real { HF&/M} . (7) 

where t,lie Real{ .} function extracts the real signal compo-- 
nent sequence s, = ~ I , ~ ~ O ~ ~  and further reduces the noise by 
half [ll]. From this estimate, t,he tjotjal power received from 
the desired user is estimated for power control by: 

( 8 )  

where o << 1 is a smoothing factor (see [11] for more de- 
tails), while the bit sequence &, is estimated as the sign of 
s,. We finally track EI, in a blind identification scheme by 
t,he following simple and fast LMS-type subspace-tracking 
procedure [Ill: 

(9) 
-H 

&+I = H T L  + h(Z, -- H,.%)s, 1 

where p n  i s  an adaptation step-size possibly normalized. 
Notice that bn4n ca,n be used instead of &. This equation 
converges to H, with norm within a sign ambiguity 
( i e . ,  U,,, = i H , ,  when n, + CO) [11]. This ambiguity has 
no consequences other than changing the signs of i71 and in 
since b,, is a DBPSK sequence. For the sake of simplicity, 
we assume in the following that g, converges to U,, without 
loss of gencmlity. 

Actually, other eigen-subspace tracking techniques can 
be used to estimate 4,. However, what it is original about 
the identification procedure we proposed in (9) is t,hat, it 
cornbintis cigen-subspace tracking with decision feedback 
through irL as a reference signal. This decision feedback 
identification (DFI) feature forces the convergence to H, 
within a sign ambiguity. It also allows for the reduction of 
int,erferencc by half by taking t,he real part of the bearri- 
former output in (7). We show in [ll] that this DFI feature 
increases tiie capacity by a factor of almost 2. Other eigen- 

ambiguity and have 110 control over it. Therefore, they 
cannot achieve t,hat additional gain in capacit,y. 

At this stage, STAR achieves all t,he required goals. It 
implicitly synchronizes the data through channel equaliza- 
tion without time-delays acquisition, simultaneously esti- 
rnates the hit sequence and controls the transmitted power, 
all at a low order of complexit,y of O ( M L ) .  However, fitting 
t,he identified channel with its partially known spaceltime 
structure ( i .e . ,  H, = J , D ~  and B E F) significantly 
reduces identification errors and improves the performance 
of STAR.. We next address this point. 

subspace tracking techniqucs estimate H, within a pbnso 

B. Space/T.ime Stnrcturml Separution a n d  Reco.n,striLr:tioii, 
In t,he following, we propose two time-delay acquisit,ion 

techniques ( L e . ,  estimation of f9 IZ F) that can bc ap- 
plied in complementary situat,ioris covering both a very 
wide range of time-variations of the spatial matrix J,, . As 
explained below, these procedures achieve a "space/tirnc" 
separation of' the spat,io-trmporal rria,trix ( i .  c .  ~ 

of jn,) and allow its reconst,ruction ( i . e . ,  e,, = 
stead of G7L) with a reduction of ident,ificatiori errors by a 
factor of L I P .  

B.l  Source-Structure Time-Drlay Acquisition -4pproach: 
STA R-SS 

Consider the situation whew the t,irr 
spatial matrix J,, are slow enough (t,his ( 
t,hc range of Rayleigh Doppler so far CO 

CDMA). so that tiie spatio-t, poral irit.rit,ificaliori by Eq. 
(9) c a ~ i  bc matie witah an a. 
time-variations of H,,, involve those of J,, which degrade 
identification as they iricreasc. 

Once convergence of 8, is reached, we can properly re- 
shape it back into a M x L matrix and have: 

where E:: the matrix of identification errors, is consitl- 
ere$ as a low additive noise matrix. Let, us then dpfinc? tlhe 
column-by-column FFT of l%z by %, = DJ: + &,13 where 
Ell denotes the column-by-column FFT of ETL. From t,his 
equation, the estimation of D and J,; which amounts to a 
"space/time"-like separation, can be achieved in a way sirri- 
ilar t o  source separation. Ot,her techniques [8]![9] rely on 
a space-timc model of the channel simi1a.r to  Eq. (10)) but 
mainly deal with a 2D localization problem. Here we give 
a different, intm-pretatiori of t h  channel and addr 
issue of the spaceltime separation of itjs striictiirc. W'it,h 
respect to t,his view, the column vectors of %,, const,it,iitc 
observation vectors in M parallel spaccs, while the column 
vectors of J: can be seen as signal vectors of P sources dif- 
ferent, from one space to another. H o w ~ : v P ~ ,  a11 the sourrcs 
propagate in the M different, spaces along the same trzzjer- 
tories defined by the common propagation matrix 73, whew 
the mult>ipat,h time-delays rP,. stand for angles of arrival of 
plane-wave sources (see Eq. (4)). The manifold F cont,ains 
D (or D) and can be viewed as an "array" manifold. 

Based on the above analogy, F ( T )  H7?,L%i'F(~) / (M L'? ) 
can be viewed as an array pattern averaged over sensors. 
It measures the average energy of F ( r )  E F that is present 
in the M parallel source-subspaces and it,s resolution of 
the chip pulse duration T, is sufficient, for time-delay lo- 
calization. We hence define the localization spect>runi of 
STAR-SS in the frequency domain as: 

This spect,rum reveals P peaks at the time-delay locat,ioris 
from which estimates of the  number of paths P and tlit-ir 
timr-delays ?I ,  . . . , .ifJ can be obtained. 
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By analogy to a reference algorithm for source 1ocaliza.- 
tion, MUSIC [13], we avoid the prohibitive search over the 
time-delay locations in [0, T[ and propose a solution that> 
is similar to rootj-h4USIC [14]. We define t,l-ie following 
(2L - 2)-degree polynomial: 

wilere z = e - - ~ ~ ~ ? .  IF g19'..,2L-l cicnote t,he L ~- 1 
roots in the unit circle of the cyuation P s s ( z )  = tjhen 
Pss(21//2i/)>. " .  Pss(2~,-~/12L-~i) reveal the? mextren?a of 
the spectrum S,, (I-) and give P arid ?I, . . , ?p if we pro- 
vide them in a decreasing order. Then 
by-column inverse FFT of 3 = [ F ' ( ? l ) >  . . F(")]. 

B.2 Eigen-Structure Time-Delay Acquisition Approach: 
STA4R-ES 

Consider now the situation where the Lime-variatioris of 
J,, are very fast, so that the spatio-temporal itlentifica- 
tion errors become very high. Then we subject the post- 
correlated observation matrix ZE in (5) instead of 
in (10) to another acquisition approach based on eigen- 
structure. Here, we exploit new adaptations of MUSIC 
[13] arid of root-MUSIC 1141 for a bet%er illust-ration, but 
other high resolution techniques such as ESPRIT or the 
ML approach can be used (see [6]-[9]). 

In this approach, we assume uncorrelated mu1 t>ipath fad- 
ing. Using the same analogy developed earlier) the column 
vectors of J, can be again seen as signal vectmrs of .? uii- 
correlated sources in il/l parallel spaces, propagating from 
one spa.ce to another along the sxne  tra,jectjQriC:lj, hilt, with 
different, st,atistics. As the tim &ions of J,, increase 
(e ,g. ,  very fast Doppler), the so signals become rnore 
stationary during a short observat,ion t.irne-interva,l (notice 
here that Eq. (9) is still necessary for power conitrol). Con- 
trary to the previous approach (STAIR-SS), faster tirne- 
variations of J, speed up the converge.nce since STAR-E§ 
involves the statistics of J, rather than its inslantancous 
realizations. 

Over t,he mIti1 column vectix of Z: denoted by z,,,,,, 
define now the signal eigen-subspace by the L x P 
eigen-matrix, say U,, corresponding to the P largest 
eigenvalues of' the correlation matrix I?,_ of Znz,n,. 
Then for m = 1,. I . , M arid p = 1,. . . , F' we have 
~(7,)"Un,U,H~(I-~)/L2 = 1, where U,,, dcnot,es t,he 
column-by-column FFT of UTn. We i h l l  use this high 
resolution feature to provide a 1ocdiza.tiorr spcct,rirm antl 
its root solutions similar to the previous approach, but. first, 
we need to estimate the signal eigen-matrices U,, . 

We propose an adaptive eigeri-subspace tracking tct:h- 
riique similar to [15] which can be seen a,s an unconstrained 
version of [la], but, other algorithms can be used. Rcrriem- 
bcr that we need an initial estimate of the signal eigcn- 
subspace dimension P. To show the robustness of ST-4R- 
ES to this inittiad rank estimation problem, we clefine here 
P,,,,, << L as the rnaxiniuni number of resolvable p a t h  t,hat, 
could appear simultaneously (i .e. ,  P < PI,,,,), antl track thc 

T 

~ 
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(14) 

1, x P,,,.x eigen-rrrakrix U,,,,, for rib = 1, ' . , M by: 

whtre 'rln,,rL is i t n  adaptlation step-size, possihly riornralized, 
m d  Y,,,,,, = fJ::L,r, Z,,,,, . This equation is a sirripl(1 approxi- 
mation of a LMS version of [Is] and bc!hitves i i (w  tis w ~ l l  ;is 

olutiori. It, coilverges t,o the L x P,,,;,, (eige~r-rnat,rix 
xspontling to i t ,s P,,,,, la,rgctst, eigenvalues:' such 

Once convergeiic(2 is reached, we define the localization 
r i m  of STA4R.-ES by: 

whertr the L x (MF',,,,,) matrix ik,, is the column-by-column 
FFP of On = [ f ~ ~ , ~ , ,  . . ~ 13~~~,~,,j. It,s root solutions are 
given in a, way similar to STAR.-SS using the €ollowirig poly- 
nomial: 

- . .  
and provide P antl ?~,...,?p as well as D. U,,, contains 
(e,,ax- P)-dimensional noise eigtri-subspaces. The perfor- 
mance in localization decreases a,s (P,,,,,-P) increases, but 
still remains acceptablc in practical situations. 

B.3 Spatio-Ternpo:ral Separat,ion arid Reconstruction 

Once 6 is cstim:ited, we usc again the sa.me analogy ar id  
cstimate .J,n by niuiti-source k)earnforrning [ 121 antl c:)nipiii.c, 
its ronstjitu.tirig elcinents GI, m d  Y ,l as follows: 

where l l . I l f i 7  denote:; the Frobinius norm of a mat,rix. 
finally reconstruct the spat,io-temporal propagation rnatrix 

= G,Y,D clr equivalently U, witah respect to the 
spat>io-temporal structure of t,he charmel in Eq. ( 3 ) .  The 
norm of propagation ctors a, mentioned earlier beIo+~ 
Eq. ( 6 ) ,  is equal ~ C I  1 , , / I F  = (E;==, ll,Jp,nJ/2)1/Z such that 

= a. [;sing Eq. Eq. (IO) antl assurn- 
ing D z D, wc can write + ETlfl(fiTfi)-lfiT. 
;Kcconstruction projects th  matrix of identification errors 
E, in the source-siibspace defined by , arid reduces it,s 
energy t)y a fact,or of L I P .  It significantly improves t,he 
pnrformance of STAR. as shown next by simulations. 

Once t,irrie-accluisitiori is made, tlic time-delays localiza- 
tion proccdures desc-ribed earlicr, STA4R.-SS 01. STAR.-ES, 

-7' A . .  

'If RzT,z c m  be assumed identical f o r  711 = I,. . . , M (e.g . ,  ultra 
high Doppler), we can take the a ~ e r ~ i g e  o f  Eq. (13) ovcr scInsors in a 
.joint. eigon-subspace txackirig scheme. 
'Cn, could be directly est,irriat,ed using Eq. ( 1 3 )  in  tt ici  frequency 
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Fig. 1. IT: = 64 and Doppler of 1Hz. (a) Identification errors in dB 
without spatio-temporal reconstruction (solid) and with tracking 
in [lo] (semi-dashed). (b) Localization spectrum and its root 
solutions using STAR-SS. (c) Localization gain. (d) Localization 
spectrum and its root solutions using STAR-ES. 

are replaced in [lo] by a time-delays tracking algorithm. 
We applied in [lo] an efficient angle of arrival tracking a,l- 
gorithm we refer to  here as the adaptive source-subspace 
extraction and tracking (ASSET) technique (see [la] and 
related references therein). The ASSET algorithm o p t i  
mally exploits the space manifold struct,ure for angle of ar- 
rival tracking (see a comparative evaluation with promising 
methods in [16]). It was adapted to time-delays tracking 
in a time manifold7 with a low computational cost and 
without need for permanent localization [lo]. 

For a large processing gain, notice t,ha.t we can further 
reduce the complexity of rnultipath tracking in [lo] by trun- 
cating the data block Z, to its L' < L columns that cover 
the time-delay spread with a sufficient margin for the track- 
ing. Notice finally that the formulation of STAR holds in 
t,he 1imit)ing case where the number of antennas M i s  1. 
Hence, an application to downlink can be viewed without 
a pilot signal. 

IV. SIMULATIONS 

We consider M = 4 sensoI.s, P = 3 paths with time- 
delays r] 2i 0.15 T, 71 EY 0.35 T and 7 3  = 0.38 T ,  a niaxi- 
mum number of resolvable paths P,,,,, = 5, and a process- 
ing gain L = 128. Simulations with higher values of P are 
not considered for lack of space, but STAR-SS as well as 
STAR-ES properly achieve localization. We generate 2 sets 
of M x P = 12 uncorrelated Rayleigh fading paths at the 
data bit rate of 9.6 kb/s, with Dopplers of 1 Hz and 250 Hz 
respectively. We finally assume a perfect power cont,rol sit- 
uation ( i e . ,  $2( t )  = 1, see power control capacity in [ I l l ) .  

7We may characterize G, in a space manifold, if assumed as i n  
[7]-[9], using the ASSET technique [12]. 

.- : I  
W I  

, I 
so0 1000 

iteration index 
(I; 

.- 
c c 

: 1.1 
m U 
0 

1 0 0.5 
time-delay in bit duration 
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Fig. 2. IT: = 64 and Doppler of 250Hz. (a) Identification errors in dB 
without spatio-temporal reconstruction (solid) and with tracking 
in [lo] (semi-dashed). (b) Localization spectrum and its root. 
solutions using STAR-SS. (c) Localizat,ion gain. (d) Localizat,iorr 
spectrum and it,s root, solutions using STAR-ES. 

The estimate of the total received power 4; is initialized 
at, 0.1, and Ho with norm in (9) is st,arted a t  random 
as well as 6, in (13) whose columns are normalized to 1. 

in  the first scenario, the interference power I ( t )  in ( I )  has 
c: = 64 ( i . e . ,  SINR,,n Y -18 dB, or 3 dB after despread- 
ing) and the Doppler is IHz. In Fig. l a ,  identification er- 
rors /HEHnl/M (solid line) show that ",, converges rapidly 
to the spatio-temporal channel within about 200 T .  In Fig. 
l b ,  the localizat,ion spectrum of STAR-SS and it,s root SO- 

lutions, given after convergence, provide est,irnates of tlio 
number of pat,hs and their time-delays with an accurac'y 
of' roughly 10-3T [lo].  The spatio-temporal reconsttii(;- 
tion from these estimates at, R = 200 and the mult,ipat,h 
t,racking in [lo] reduce identification errors IH; H,J/M by 
almost, 10log,,(L/P) E 16 dB as expected (see Fig. la: 
semi-dashed line), and decrease the bit error rate in the 
considered scenario by almost a factor of 50 down to  
In Fig. IC, the localizat,ion gain (tr(DHUfjU::D)/MP)l12 
shows that STAR-ES converges a t  a slower rate, within 
about 400 T .  Its localization spectrum and its root solu- 
tions in Fig. Id show a performance in loc:aliza.tion (:mi- 
parable tjo STAR-SS. Despite the high reso1ut)ion capac:it,y 
of STAR-ES, the noise present in the signal eigen-subspace 
as well as the low Doppler slow down its convergencc and 
reduce its performance. In such a case, it, is better t,o use 
STa4R,-§S whose complexity is lower. 

In the second scenario we increme the Doppler to 250 
Hz. In Fig. 2a, identification errors (solid line) show that, 
Hn fails to track the very high variations of the spat,io- 
temporal channel. In Fig. 2b: the localization spect,riim 
of STAR-SS and its root, solutions estimated at n = 500 
reveal none of the time-delays. The advant,ages of STA4R- 
ES over STAR,-SS are evident, here. Fig. 2 ~ .  s h o w  t h a t .  
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Fig. 3 .  0; = 16 and Doppler of 250Hz. (a) Identification errors in dB 
without spatio-temporal reconstruction (solid) and with tracking 
in [lo] (semi-dashed). (b) Localization spectrum and its root 
solutions using STAR-SS. (c) Localization gain. (dl) Localization 
spectrum and its root solutions using STAR-ES. 

v .  CON(:LUSIONS 

The spatio-terrrporal arrq-receiver (STAR ) w(’ proposed 
for asynchroriou:s CDMA offers rnariy iidvaritages wlicm 
corripirred to previous methods [ 11- [4] : 

e At tractive for niulat ion : STA4R forrnuhtes from t,he 
block despread data an attractive instantancous Inixt,urc 
model of a narrowband source with a one-dirnensional 
spatia-temporal channel and processes it at the bit, rate. 
The new model ca.lle?d PCM (post-corrcla.t,ic~n niotfel) al- 
lows for a st,ructui:al approach t,o blind channel equalization 
and time-delays acquisition. 

e Very low complexity: STAR has a very simple struc- 
ture of narrowband processors, and requires only orders of 
O ( M L )  and O(MPL,,,,,L) operatlions per bit, for STAR-SS 
arid STAR.-ES rcspectively. 

e High performance: STAR shows fast, arid accurate 
time-delays acquisition and tracking [ 101 in t,lie prcsence of 
strong int>erference and fast Doppler. It opt,imally reducts 
interference by decision feedback identification (DFI) and 
offers a potential capxi ty  to  accommodate a larger niimher 
of users per cell [I I]. 
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